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APPENDIX D

GOLDEN MESSENGER

Golden Messenger is a courier delivery service based in North

Melbourne, its proprietor is Mr Graham Schorer.

GENERAL OUTLINE

Golden Messenger is served by the North Melbourne Exchange. The

North Melbourne Exchange is equipped with digital (AXE) and

analogue (ARE) switching equipment. All numbers with a 329 prefix

are serviced by ARE switching equipment.

Until 1 January 1994 Golden Messenger was supplied with the

following telephone services -

329 0055 (PABX Number) for bookings, plus nineteen auxiliary

numbers

9297133 (PABX Number) for Major Customers, plus five

auxiliary numbers

3297255 (PABX Number) for Sales, plus one auxiliary number

329 7355 (PABX Number) for Accounts and Administration, plus

five auxiliary numbers.
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329 7 422 ( PABX Nu m ber) for Enqu i ri es/Ope ratio ns Su peryisor,

plus two auxiliary numbers

2
329 7099.

On 1 January 1994 Golden Messengerwas provided with an ISDN

(lntegrated Services Digital Network)telephone service. This ISDN

service provides a primary rate access link which can simuhaneously

aocommodate 30 voice channels plus associated control signalling.

Golden Messenger has also been allocated four hundred telephone

numbers and has full discretion over how these numbers are

configured.

Golden Messenger currently operates both sets of services, and is

phasing out the numbers served by analogue switching equipment

(numbers with 329 prefix).

The files made available by Telecom in response to AUSTEL's

direc{ion of 12 August 1993 do not provide a comprehensive history of

the problems reported, dealings with the customer or of testing

undertaken. Of particutar note is the timited number of, and .
information in, exchan-ge files relating to the North Melbourne

Exchange (and any other exchange having involvement with this case).

The-exchange files provided by Telecom contained limited information

on a relatively small numbsr of interactions with the customer along

with some records of testing undertaken. In view of other relevant

papers which have come to hand, the length of time that the customer

has reported problems, the level of testing and customer interaction
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over the past eight years and the high profile that this case has had it

seems surprising that there was such a limited volume of exchange

files and information. g

The absence of a structured or systematic set of records in the files

provided by Telecom not only precludes the construction of a

comprehensive outline of the history of this case, but also provides little

evidence to suggest that Telecom adopted a systematic and

methodical approach to tracing and rectifying faults, or identitying and

considering alternative options for service delivery whilst problems

persisted over the eight year duration of this case.

The files provided by Telecom do, howsyer, contain sutficient

information conceming a number of significant events and interactions

bgtweon Teleoom and Golden Messengerto enable an assessment

against somo of the allegations of improper behaviour and also to

identify salient features of this case.

COMPLAINT OF SERVICE

Golden Messenger has claimed a history, spanning the past eight

years, of unsatisfactory seMce which has impacted on its business

operations causing business losses.

Golden Messenger has reguldrly reported faults, many of which

werelareof a recurring nature. Golden tutessenger initially reported

faults to the designated Telecom contact point; however, by early 1986

it decided to elevate its problems to Telecom Senior Regional

10
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Management and has since continued to report fauhs experienced to

the designated reporting point as well as making frequent

representations to senior management.

11 Essentially Golden Messenger has complained of the following

problems -

No Ring Received

Busy when Free

Galls Dropping Otf

No Dial Tone

Recorded Voice Announcements.
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Golden Messenger also alleges, that following advice from a Telecom

technician in January 1987 that the problems being experienced were

related to malfunctioning of a multiphone system rented from Telecom,

Golden Messenger purchased a new telephone system (Flexitel)

re@mmended by Telecom as being most appropriats to m€eting its

then current and future needs. Almost immediately after installation of

the replacement telephone system Golden Messenger began to

compfain about ths inadequacy of the system and of continuing

problems with the level of seMce.

Documentation made available by Telecom falls into three

disti nguishable categories -

pre 1991

1991 - August 1992

post August 1992.

Pre 1991

14 Considerable documentation was made available relating to

- interactions between Golden Messenger and Telecom on the Flexitel

and continuing service problems, however, limited exchange files or

information were provided.

15 The key issues identified in this documentation were -

Golden Messengerclaimed that it -

-,4

12

13
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sutfered from unsatisfactory service caused by

unidentified netwok problems

followed Telecom's advice and purchase a Flexitel

system which was subsequently found to not meet its

operating requirements and that these problems caused

business losses.

Telecom maintained that the network and the Flexitel system

were working satisfactorily despite having internal information

thd there were problems with the network and that the Flexitel

syslem did not meet Golden Messenge/s business needs.

January 1991 - August 1992

16 Whilst there is limited documentation provided relating to this category,

the documentation revealed that Golden Messenger continued to

report probfems with its telephone service, and that it considered

moving to an ISDN service in an effort to improve the quality of its

service.

6
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Post August 1992

17 Considerable documentation was provided in relation to this category, /

however, this related predominantly to correspondence between

Telecom and Golden Messengerwith limited exchange ortesting

records being made available.

18 The documentation revealed that Golden Messengercontinued to

report recuning problems with its level of service and that Telecom,

whilst finding and rectifying a number of significant problems within the

network, adopted the approach that as its testing did not identify any

faults that would give rise to the range and level of fautts claimed by

Golden Messenger, it had no evidence to suggest that the network was

woking unsatisfacto ri ly.

19 The lollowing six common themes appeared throughout the three

categories -

service faults were reported with many being of a recuning

nature

Golden Messenger advised Tenlom of other netwok users in

the area expetfencing similar problems

Telecom conducted testing and rectifi"O f"rft, as they were

found; however, it maintained that the results of the testing

demonstrated that the network was performing satisfactorily

r9
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Telecom advised of the testing conducted and the results of that

testing, ie test calls generated by other exchanges to the North 
.

Melbourne Exchange, but did not explain how the testing related'

to the faults being repofted and, in particular, explained the

testing regime in light of the views by Golden Messengerthat

the problems stemmed from -

beirq connected to ARE switching equipment

network congestion

ditfi cufties in integ rati n g ditferi ng tech nologies

which, GoHen Messenger claimed, by their nature may only

prcsent themselves on an intermittent basis and at any stage in

the transmission prccsss

Telecom has employed its statutory immunity priorto July 1991

as a negotiating instrument in its dealings with Golden

Messenger

Telecom has adopted the approach that the network and the

Flexitel system wers operati ng satiiadorily despite having

intemal information that significant problems did exisiwi,f, 
"aci

of them.

COMPLIANTS ON CUSTOMER HANDLING
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MISLEADING AND DECEPTIVE BEHAVIOUR

Telecom records (file note of conversation with G Schorer on 1

February, 1988) indicate that Golden Messengerwas reporting t\
problems since mid 1986 and various file notes also indicate that

during the period 1986-1988 frequent representations wers being

made by Golden Messenger to repoft continuing problems. The

problems being reported were primarily -

clients sometimes obtaining ring tone but not getting through

calls dropping otf when answered.

21 Telecom file notes also revealthat on 1 February 1988, Golden

Messenger advised of concerns at network faults causing lost

business.

Tefecom records quite early in this case revealthat it was aware that

network problems did exist with the North Melbourne exchange. Three

such records are -

(i) Telecom Minute of 30 June 1986 from Network Investigations

Unit, NSW, to Network fnvestigation Section, Victoria.

As previousty discussed, duing network investigation" i, tn"

Canberra area it was obserued that nngestion w€B being

experienced to 03 codes and thd this was a signifient

component of the canbena congestion. ln most instances the

. . -
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@ngestion (Ag + 84) signalwas being returned from the

terminating Melbourne Main Switching Centre which suggests

that the @ngestion is in the Melboume network.

The attached list indicdes the Melbourne (03) ades that fall

into the afuve category and it would be appreciated if your

Section ould examine the odes and indide whether they

conespond to known @ngested routes in the Melboume

network

A list of Melboume 03 codes experiencing congestion was

attached to the minute and showed that S5.22yo of total

congestion was attributed to the North Melbourne exchange.

(ii) Teleom file note of 14 Aprif 1988, incorporates the following

ertract -

Following assurances from Footscny Distrtd &aff that there
was no ongestion causing concem to Golden Messenger,

Manager, state Business saleg agreed to anange connection

of a number which the customer previously had in the g2g 7000
group. When the request was placed to @nnect the number,

the exchange advised that no more numberc coutd be
annec'ted in the 329 7000 group due to coNGEsTtoN.

Golden Messengers had $l,so0.0o worth of stdionery printd.

Managen State Business Sales has agreed to provide

compensation to the customer.
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(iii) Telecom minute of 31 October 1988 from Netwok

Investigations Section, Victoria to Manager - BCS (North)

incorporated the following extrasts -

Regarding the seruice receivd by customerc off North

Melburne exchange, the following information is provided.

At the last meeting between Teleom and Golden Messenger

(G.M.) resolved that Network lnvestigations would assist with

problems where anstomerc could not reach G.M., and that G.M.

would provide a list of such cTtstomers.

We have only ever obtained one list of anstomers names and

numbers on the 27n/88. This highlighted thd 10 of the 12

anstomerc were serued by AXE exchanges, the remaining 2 by

ARE. All ustomers reported that they had expeienced

"engaged tone" with tl of the l2 reporting the cases on or

before 6/7/88. tt is presumed by Nt that this may be busy tone

or @ngestion tone as customers @n generally not discem the

differene.

It was found that at or before this time there were changes

made in the trunkhg of IDN oiginated tnffic to North

Melbourne, and Footscray DSC realising that the IDN exit route

from Footscray Node to North Melbourne was severely

@ngested initiated action to increase the number of ciranits.

This route has subsequently been increased from 37 ciraits to

57 at 5n/88 and then to 81 approximately one week later.
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No further complaints have been received by this office from

G.M. since that time.

More reently the route has been increased to atotal of 111

circuits. Metro Network Engineeing advise that this route is

designed to be 180 ciruits for the &th AXE Bulk Oder. Cunent

traffrc readings show that the 111 citcuits are arrying a TCBH

traffrc of 86 Erlangs which means it would b offeing a grade of

seruice of better than the designed level of 0.002. Howeverthe

traffic is increasing and disanssions between this seclion and

MNE have resolved that the route will be increreed by a further

1O to 15 ciraits, depending on GV inlets and MUX availability at

North Melfuurne.

This time however it was revealed thd between 5 aN | 47"

@ngestion was being expeienced. In obseruing the catts it was

noticd that there were two cases where ongestion w€rs being

r*eived. The first was @ngestion almost as soon as dialling

was ampleted. This was assumed to be route or equipment

congestion. The sacond case wes @ngestion tane

approximately 30 secpnds after dialling was nmpleted which

woutd then go to Line Lock Out.- This cnse w€rs €Bsumed to le
a device timing out due to an equipment or signailing fautt.

Test catts were also made from Exhibitnn tanaem ana

Footscray Node, but the level of congestion was much lower.

Further testing from Footscray node revealed that the number of

CL blocks (used for call superuision and clearing) were

0619:
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inadequate and these were subsequentty increased- lnsufficient

CL's resulted in the immediate cCIngestion tone case mentioned

above. 
i

The tests from Footscray also reveald a partiqlar FIR at North

Metbourne were expeiencing repeated failures. Notth

Metboume Exchange staff ttElced this to a held up switch train

from thd FIR to an indial FIJR-CX. This resulted in revertive

signalling failures ausing a timeout and thus the delayed

Congestion tone.

The network service difficulties reported by Golden Messenger appear

to have been compounded by the purchase and installation of a

Telecom suppfied and serviced PABX. The PABX, a Flexitel system,

was purchas€d on the recommendation of Telecom and was installed

in July 1987, Telecom records indcate that very soon after installation

Gotden Messenger reported problems with the system and the

following documents revealthat Telecom was aware, early in the case,

of problems with the Flexitel-

Telecom letter of 14 January 1988 from Regional Sales

Manager to Golden Messenger which acknowledged some of

the repofied deficiencies of the system and suggested action to

overcome the non-compliance with the terms of contract.

Telecom. minute of 27January 1988 from Regional Business

Sales Manager - North to Manager, State Business Sales

advised of the following decisions that were arrived at during the

course of a meeting between Telecom and Golden Messenger -

13
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As a resutt of that meeting it was decided that Golden

Messengers would not keep their Hexitet system as they auld 14

not hotd more than two atts on each station. .-----.--... aN

...........were not able to offer any technical solution to this

problem. ( names deleted)
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Gotden Messenger has stated that they want Tele@m to pay for

a system that willdo what they expected the Flexitel system to

do. They have also stated that if they have to take litigation

against Teteam they witt also seek damages for lost buslness.

Telecom minute of 29 January 1988 from Manager, State

Customer Uaison Unit to Public Relations Manager, Victoria

states -

tt appears srlld equipment which failed to meet his needs.

Telecom letter of 3 February 1988 from Manager, State

Business Sales to Golden Messenger proposed two options to

overeome the operational deficiencies of the Flexitel System -

Option 1 - by providing additional equipment and

modification to the system

Option 2 - replace with a Phillips D1200 PABX.

Telecom letter of 10 March 1988 from Manager, State Business

Sales advised Golden Messengerthat Option 1 caused the

system to be slowed to such an extent that it coufd not then

cater for an expansion to cover the company's administration

section. Telecom suggested that another Flexitel system be

installed and linked to the first system with tie lines. This was

accepted by Golden Messenger and the additional system was

installed on 9 and 10 April 1988.
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Telecom minute of 30 March 1988 from Regional Business

Sales Manager-North to Manager, State Business Sales states

That advice from Legal and Poticy HeaQuarters indicate that

Gotden Messenger appeared to have a c5se against us and that

we shoutd negotiate a settlement to prevent legal ac:tion

proc€,eding.

This advice was also contained in Telecom minutes of 27 Apnl

1988 and 5 January 1992.

Network Investigation Section progress report of 17 May 1988

on its investigation into Golden Messenger stated -

The major problem still appearc to be the slow response time of

the Ftexitet. This ambined with high callthrough put resulted in

operatorc misusing the system resutting in adverse seruice to

their @stomers.

@
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Tefecom Minute of 23 May 1988 from Commercial Engineering

section - customer Terminals to state Business sales - HQ

advised of the following -

As you are aware we are having real problems with this system.

We appearto have the speed upto whatwe hope is an

arceptabte tevel by the dodgy expedierrt of removing some of

fhe DSS modutes. This may or may not be am€ptable to the

anstomer (bless him) in the longer term.

The most pressing probtem now is the intermittent failure of the

station disptays. The displays & not fail nmpletely, remaining

abte to show "Ltnobtainabte'at the correct times as required, but

nothing etse. No CDR ard is fttted. We intend to try and frt one

but this may not be possible given the large size of the system-

Despite having internaladvice that network problems were being

experienced at the North Melbourne exchange and that there wer€

problems with the Flexitel system, on 11 October 1988, Telecom

advised Golden Messenger as follows -

I referto the Flexitel System oiered by Gotden

Messenger aitd the continuing amplaints by Golden

Messengerthat deficiencies in the public switched
' telephone network have resulted in Golden Messenger

suffering hmages due to loss of busrness.

As you are aware ertensive investigations, reports and

disanssaans, lconfirm that Teleam cannot actept your

T7
rfl
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attegations and ctaims. ln Telecom's view, all reasonable

efforts to inquire into your complaints have been unable to

substantiate the allegations aN daims.

On 17 November 1989 Network Investigation Section issued the

Golden Messenger - FINAL REPORT. Findings within this report

related to both Flexitel and network issues. Some of the key findings

werg -

Congestion existd on the IDN exit route from FooFctay Nde

to North Melboume due to IDN changes and tnffrc growth

lJnder dimensioned CL and PD individuals at Foot*ny Node

ware canring @ngestiot,

Faults were also found with various exchanges in the netwo*

whictt affecred the Gnde of Seruice (GOS) received by G.M.

The response time of the Flexitel was excessive causing

misopration by the operatars. Whilst the Flexitel was

nnfrgured in awrdance with design rules, it was the 'sluggish'

response to station keystrokes that was ifs worsf characteristic.

The inability to meet the customers requirements for call queing

was also a wealcness and had to be overcome by the

appendage to the Flflxitel main quipment of call sequencers.

Customers citd by G.M. were investigated and although they

experienced similar symptoms of COS and BWF, they were in

IB
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the main caused by conditions unrelated to those of the G.M.s

Flexitel.

No record was found of Telecom advising Golden Messenger of the

findings contained within the report. The findings of the report appear

to confirm the views expressed by G Schorer, at ths time, that Golden

Messenger was atfected by exchange problems and network

congestion.

The only direct references within Telecom documentation to other

customers experiencing similar problems to Golden Messenger appear

in the Progress Report 2ot 17 May 1988 and the Final Repon dated 17

November 1989 issued by Nenrork Investigation Section. These

reports corrclude that the customers cited by GoHen Messenger as

havirq similar problems, were affected by netwok problems specific to

themselves. However, the significant netwok problems found related

to netwok congestion and the integration of new technology, and

would have impacted on allcustomers connected to the exchange.

No documentation was found where Telecom acknowledged that the

customers cited as having problems similar to Golden Messenger did

actually experience customer specific as well as network-{vide faults.

On 19 June 1990, Golden Messenger wrote to Telecom advising of

continuing problems with the level of service and problems.urith the

Flexitelsystem, and of business losses suffered as a result. The lefier

was Golden Messenge/s last attempt before litigation to obtain a

solution to problems experienced with the Flexitel system. Golden

Messenger was also seeking compensation lor business losses.

/0619
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The following extracts from Telecom corespondence, which were

prepared in response to the Golden Messenger letter of 19 June 1990'

indicate a continuation of the situation where Telecom maintained that

the Flexitel system and the network were operating satisfactorily whilst

having intemal information that problems did exist-

Telecom minute of 29 June 1990 from Telecom Business

Service (North Victoria Region) to Corporate Secretary -

Some turther information regarding the draft response to

representation from Mr Graham Schorer af Golden Messenger-

You need to be aware that I have had some sixty hours in frce

to hu negotiations with Mr Schorer on this matter as well as

other omptaints about the Network. The whole issue is a

mmplex one. Despite our position on the issue of

@mpensation, the Flexitel produA has been a diffiafi prduct

to market, install and maintain and we have alreafi removed

many from seruice due to seruice difficulties. However it is our

view that the Flexitel provided for Golden Messenger is

o p erati n g sati sfacto rily.

It is also clear that the Nqtwork has not been Knd to Mr Schore-r

as there was period of about six months when the @ngestion on

North Melbourne Exchange was such as it could have adversely

effected his courier seruice.

Teleom response of 6 July 1990 to Golden Messenger -
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I refer to your letter of 19 June 1990 to the Managing Director

about ditticultis expeienced with your company's Ftexitet

telephone sYstem.

My enquiries have revealed that fottowing the installatian of the

Ftexitel system in July 1987 a number of diffic{ltieswere

experienced with the opention of the system. These were due

either to inanect opention of equipment by your staff or

innnect programming and dimensioning of the system. ln

oder to overwme these difficulties Teleam provided anstomer

tnining aN upgnded the facilities of the Flexitel sydem.

tn the ciratmstances, Tetecom considerc that it has met its

obtigations in regard to the provision and maintenan@ of the

Flexitel system aN awrdingly does not believe that

ompe netion is wananted.

As noted at paragraphs 6 andT earlier in this paper, limited exchange

files were provided by Telecom. The relatively small number of

exchange files along with the limited information contained in these

files is surprising given the level of customer interaction over the past

eight years. The information in these files did contain a number of

summaries of various cu'stomer interactions and showed that forthe

time period covered by the summaries regular contact was made by

Golden Messenger reporting problems such as -

Busy when free

Calldropout
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Recorded voice message

Clients being connected to wrong numbers

Receiving wrong numbers.



The following two extracts from Telecom Minutes -

Minute of 11 September 1992 from General Manager, Telecom

GommercialVic/Tas to Fautt Management and Diagnostics and

National Products Sections -

Thank you for your reports on Golden Messenger and other

customers. t need you to do some further investigation in to the

Golden Messenger c€Be. Mr Gaeme Schorer of Golden

Messenger is repned to have told aTeleom representative

thd he is sfill losing 50 carlls per day and thatthere was so,me

impnvenrcnt in ,iay 1992, aincident with a change in dial tone-

Tfuls is the short of claim we normally teat sertously. lt is the

first t have heard at it. Could you please ra-open your

investigation and even instigate some additional tests if

nerxrsffity? Am t nnec't in the betief thrl. Graeme Schorer

retusd testing as reenfly as last March? Please ched< frle

details.

Minute of 14 September 1992 from General Manager, Telecom

Commercial Vic/Tas to Group Managing Director -

Golden Messenger - Gzreme Scnorer. Graeme's d?^ that he

is losing 50 alls a &y staggered us. I have re'opened the

technial investigation €B a result.

indicate that Telecom was aware that-Golden Messenger may have

been experiencing service problems in line with the faults being

reported, and also indicate a commitment to investigats these

95/061e
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problems. However, the view that Gotden M.essenger's claims

regarding lost calls were being taken seriously and the subsequent re-

opening of the technical investigation were not advised to Golden

Messenger, and the results of the re-opened technical investigation

were not included or referred to in any of the documentation provided

by Telecom.

fn its response of 23 September 1992 to a letter from G Schorer (in his

capacity as spokesperson for the COT Group, comprising Golden

Messenger, Tivoli Restaurant, Japanese Spare Parts and Gape

Bridgewaer Holiday Camp), Telecom did not acknowledge the re-

opening of the investigation when it advised -

At this point I have no evidence that any of the exchanges to

which your memberc are attached are the ause of problems

oufsice, narmal pertormance standards.

Telecom fault records for the period 15 April 1993 to 28 June 1993

reveal considerable interaction between Regional Technical staff and

Golden Messenger in trying to identify the cause of faults being

reported during this period. Of note is the claim by G Schorer of 4

June 1993 that the intermittent problem (rectified on 27 April 1993)

regarding the SL marker switches controlling the 0 thousands number

group was identified by Honeywellwhilst testing the PABX. He lurther

stated that Telecom testing failed to revealthe cause of thaproblem.

Telecom fault reports show a high level of testing and problems being

reported by the customer and also indicate that the PABX Maintainer

did identify a problem with an incoming exchange line, however, the

/0619
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reports make no mention of the PABX Maintainer contributing to the

identification of the marker switch fault.

25
The letter of 29 April 1993 from Telecom which advised Golden

Messenger of the above situation stated -

The etfect of this kult was to omsionally present "Busy Tone'

to alls when the line was idle.

36 lt is AUSTEL's view that this advice does not provide a tull outline of

the possible impact of this fault on Golden Messenge/s service. This

problem with the SL Marker Switch controlling even numbers could

have impacted on the bookings directory number line along with 10 out

of 19 auxiliary lines. Therefore, depending on where in the switching

system the fzult o€uned, the impact could have ranged from all

"bookings'calls receiving busy tone to a total of 11 out of 20 lines

being affected with this problem. The Telecom letter also states that -

Telecom had no knowledge of the existence of this fault

condition untilyourtrouble report was received when the

situ ati on was reciifi ed.

however, there is no advice of how long this intermittent fault may have

remained undetected.

ARROGANT AND BULLYING BEHAVIOUR

37 Findings under the previous section - Misleading and Deceptive

Behaviour indicate that Telecom has maintained the position that the
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Flexitel system and the netwok were operating within acceptable

standards despite having information, obtained from internal

investigations and technical staff, that problems did exist and that

these problems did impact on the levelof service provided to Golden

Messenger.

Customer Equlpment

The documentation reviewed indicates that Telecom has had access to

information from intemaltechnical and legal experts regarding the

Flexitelsystem which confirmed claims made by Golden Messenger

that problems were being experienced. Documentation reviewed

indicates that Telecom did not only not share information available to it,

but also provided advice which contradicted its own internal

information, and in doing so took advantage of its privileged position of

being the systsm supplier, technicalexpeft and network seruice

provider in deating with Golden Messenger.

9l I 0 0 t
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Golden Messenger has claimed that in September 1988 a senior

Telecom Management person implied that only when Golden

Messenger was prepared to issue a writ would Telecom would be in a

position to respond to demands for relocation to another exchange and

for compensation for business fosses. Golden Messenger further

claims that Telecom strongly inferred that when a wdt was issued, it

would place Telecom in a position of authorityto be able to resolve all

outstanding matters without creating a precedent, and that Telecom

would assist in ensuring that the matter was brought to a speedy trialto

eliminate unnecessary loss of time and expense.

Golden Messenger issued a writ in June 1990 in the Federal Court of

Australia underthe Trade Practices Act 1974 and the FairTrades

Practices Act 1974 regarding the Flexitelsystem. Golden Messenger

claims that despite having estimates of business losses audited by trro

independent companies, KPMG Peat tvlarwick and HallChadwick,

Telecom extended the negotiation process. Golden Messenger has

advised that lhe etfect of this extended negotiation process was -

Golden's legal adviser advised Golden to fold the court @se as

Golden could not afford to run the case for the tength of time

Teleam were planning to 
"*ptna 

the time the rxrse was going

to b heard.

27

_41 Golden Messenger provided the following advice on reasons for

eventually accepting a settlement of less than 10 percent of claimed

losses -
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Golden's soticitor advised Golden of the potential @st of a daily

apryariltce in the Federal Court stating the new rules required

Golden to pay allauncilfees in advanc€, and as he was aware

of Golden's anrrent financial position he nuldnt in all

ansiene advise Golden to continue with the action when he

knew Golden would have to bonow the full amount from their

bankerc to tund the Federal court Adion.

Golden has taken the $200,000 paid into auft, placed it in a

separate bank awunt, in readfness to Fy it badc to the

appropriate authorities when Golden has been able to

demonsfia/ie the validity of reopening this case on the basis of

Tdeom krawingly withheld information direclly relating to this

caF,e.

Whilst the documentation revealed no evidencs to confirm the views

expressed by Goklen Messenger that Telecom extended the

setttement process, the course of the negotiation process, and in

particular, where Telecom maintained that the Flexitel was operating

satisfactorily despite having -

Internaltechnical advice that problems did exist with the Flexitel

Internal legal advice that Golden Messenger appeared to have a

case and that it should negotiate a settlement to prevent legaf

astion proceeding (paragraph 23 refers)

is not inconsistent with Golden Messengefs claims.
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Network Service

Documentation reviewed indicates that Golden Messenger has

reported problems with the levelof service provided to it since mid

1986, however, whitst Telecom has had access to intormation from

intemalsources which advised that network problems did exist and

would have impacted on Golden Messenger, it rnaintained the position

that the netnork has performed within acceptable standards.

The following views put fonrard by Telecom RegionalTechnicalstatf

and Senior Management indicate that Telecom, at various levels within

that organisation, had formed the view that as its testing had not

identified the source/s of recuring faults being repoded, that there was

no evidence to suggest that the network was performing

unsatisfastorily -

Telecom letter of 23 September 1992 -

The key problem is that discussion on possible settlement

cannot proceed untilthe reported faults are positively identified

and the pertormance of your memberc'seryices is agreed to be

normal. As I explained at our meeting, we cemnot move to

settlement discussions or arbitration while we are unaile b

identity faults which arg affecting these seruices. At this point I

have no evidence that any of the exchanges to which your

members are attached are the cause of problems outside

normal performance standards. Untilwe have an underctanding

of these nntinuing and possibly unigue faults, we have no basis

for negotiation or seftlement.
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The proposed testing regimelb a/so a necessary pretude to the 3 0

suggestion that your members be moved to different exchanges.

Without an understanding of the causes of your problems,

moving exchanges may merely ampound them and for both

Teleam and your members this would only be astly, time

nnsuming and eventually futile. lf the testing shows that

problems outside normal performance are related to the

exchange equipment to which your memberc are attached, we

will quickly and at our expense move your memberc to another

exchange underthe terms and conditions discussed.

Settlemenf drsctrssions would also immediately commen@.
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Telecom minute of 28 October 1992 from General Manager,

Commercial Vic/Tas to Group Managing Director, Commercial

and Consumer -

Discussions with the technical experts who have drawn up the

schedule and those involved in previous tesling lpve raised

seriws @ncerns about this next senbs of testing and I promised

them that I would @nvey these to you. These people believe

that erdensive testing has already been pertormed and that all

indiations other than the customerc own @mments are that the

telepho ne se ruices are perto rmi ng sati sfaAo rily.

This approach has essentially placed Golden Messenger in a calch 22

situation, where Telecom maintain that the results of theirtesting

indicate a netrvork working to an acceptable standard, but offering

fuilher such testing as means of assessing the customers ctaims that

the network is not working to an acceptable standard as a pre-

condition to relocation to another exchange ancl/or commencfng

settlement discussions. The above reterredletter of 2Soctober 1gg2

afso illustrates that Tefecom's intemaltechnical experts raised serious

concerns on Telecom's insistance on furthertesting.

Whilst it is evident lrom r6cords reviewed that Telecom technical staff

have provided oral advice to Golden Messenger of what testing had

taken place and of the results of that testing, typically the advice has

been "X" number of test calls have been conducted with no, or a very

small number of, failures and the results are within network

performance standards. what is not evident in the documentation

reviewed is whether Golden Messenger was advised how the testing

619 -+J
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addressed the faults being reported on a continuing basis or how the

testing would isolate and thereby identify the causes of the faults being B a
reported.

This issue of Telecom claiming that its testing showed that the network

was operating satisfactorily, has been of particular concern to Golden

Messenger as the level of service actually expedenced did not

corespond with claimed test results.

By their nature some of the faults reported during the duration of this

case may have occuned anywhere in the network and would have

required more than one type of testing, coupled with careful analysis of

data obtained during such testing, to locate the causes of these fzults.

Whilst Telecom claimed that testing showed a network working

satisfactorily, Gotden Messenger was not advised whether the testing

covered the full network, ie end to end testing, or whether the testing

was primadli restricted to a series of programs, each of which only

tested section(s) of the overall network. No documentation was found

to indicate that Telecom explained how the various types of testing

were being employed, their limitations, what their findings were and

how these findings were being interpreted to detect the cause(s) of

faults reported.
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The following three behaviours exhibited by Telecom -

providing externaladvice not in line with internal information

relying on its testing to refute claimed service problems ovsr an

extended period of time without explaining how the testing

would identify the causes of the problems being reported

insisting on furthertesting as a pre-condition to relocation to

another exchange ancUor settlement action

despite serious concems expressed by its own technical

experts on the fuilhertesting

without explainlng how such testing would ditferfrom the

previous eight years testing

indicates that Telecom has taken advantage of its particular position in

the telecommunications industry as seMce providerand technical

expert.

Given the absence of detailed information from Telecom on how past

testing could locate claimed faults, the insiitence on further testing

prior to any settlement or relocation to AXE switching equipment 
'

without explanation on how the further testing would differ from past

testing, does not seem to be a positive contribution to problem

resolution or settlement.

95 / 0 6 1 I .,"
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51 Similarly Telecom's insistence that relocation and settlement action

could not proceed untilfaults were identified and services agreed to as

normal, is also not seen as a positive contribution to problem resolution

or settlement. Golden Messenger has claimed that it has repeatedly

requested, in years 1980, 1989, 1990 and 1991 to be reconnected to

different exchange equipment. Telecom documentation makes no

reference to these requests, but does show that for a significant period

of time, Telecom did not pursue the options of relocating Golden

Messengerto AXE switching equipment. lt is noted that on 15

September 1992, during discussions between G Schorer and Tetecom,

G Schorer suggested the transterto AXE exchange. Whilst Telecom

confirmed this on 16 september 1992 as an option even if only to try

an action different to what had been tried before, it subsequenily

withdrew this option on 23 September 1992 (relevant extract previously

referred to d paftUraph 45).

INAPPROPRIATE BRIEFINGS

on 9 August 1993 the Minister tor Telecommunications wrote to

Telecom advising of serious complaints raised by customers known

generally as COT (Casualties of Telecnm).

on 17 August 1999 relecom provided a brief on the cor lrrtor"rr,
including Golden Messenger, to the Minister for Telecommunications
on progress that had been made with the customers. lt is AUSTEL,s

view that this brief should have provided balanced and accurate advice

to ensure that the Minister was fully informed and in a position to make

sound judgements on issues at hand. lt is AUSTEL's view that the
brief provided by Telecom to the Minister does not provide a batanced

34
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o Extract

Comments

and full outline of the situation at hand and therefore created a situation

whereby the Minister may have formed the wrong impression due to

having a less than comprehensive understanding of the issues .

A number of statements have been extracted trom this brief and

comments, in terms of the findings against the other allegations, are

provided. These commsnts form the basis of AUSTEL's view that the

briefing to the Minister was not a balanced or fult representation of the

situation at hand.

Financial settlements have been reached with each of the originat five

anstomerc although with two exceptions (Japanese Spare parts,

Society Restaurant) the customers qntinue to express dissatisfaction

with their seruice and one customer in pafticular (Cape Bridgewater) is

seeking to re-open the issue of umpensation. tt would be fair to say

that even those customers that are no longer active in the CoT arena

will remain dissatisfid customers of Telecom.

Telecom did not @nvey to the Minister the impact of Telecom's.

statutory immunity from losseVproblems priorto July 1991 and

that Telecom had advised the COTs of this in theirdealings

regardi ng settlement matters.

By July 1991 the COTs were claiming that due to continued

inadequate service they had suffered business losses and that
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their customer bases had been eroded to such an extent that

they were in financial difficulties.

36
A balanced brief would have advised of the capability of the

COTs to fund proceedings in the Federal Court.

This statement does not advise that the two COTs no longer

complaining of unsatisfactory service had ceased operating.

This statement does not advise that setttement with Golden

Messenger related to legalaction underthe Trade Practices Ast

1984 and the Fair Trading Act 1985.

a

Extract

Comments

The settlements reached to date have been, in Teteam's opinion, very

generous and have contained a not insignifrant amponent beyond

that which auld be supported by objec'tive anatysis of the factuat

evidence. This business judgement was made in the interests of

seftling the claims in a mannerthat clearly a&ressed the customefs

perceived problems in the expectation that such setilement woutd

avoid ongoing debde (with associated @stq and aileviate the

acimony that had developed over an extended period. This approach -

has obviously not been successful.

There issutficient evidence to suggest that Golden Messenger

has experienced problems with the netwoft and that these
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problems impacted on its business operations. A balanced brief

wouH have acknowledged that network problems were found,

and whilst every etfort was made to repair such faults, they 37

would have impacted on the customer.

Telecom's reliance on its statutory immunity prior to July 1991

and insistence thal as its testing regime could not locate the

cause of the claimed ongoing problems it found no evidence

that the network was operating unsatisfactorily, were two key

items in the negotiation processes. These do not support

Telecom's claims that the claims were settled in a mannerthat

addressed the customers perceived problems.

ln view of intemal information confirming network problems and

advice of other network users that had difficulty in reaching

Golden Messenger or experienced similar problems, Telecom's

reference to customers problems as perceived problems is not

considersd a balarrced approach.

Extract

The businesses involved in these dispuies have ail received very tail

treatment of their cases - some would argue that the settlements

reached have, in fact, been excessively generous given the factuat

evidence. Teleqm's testing (whilst identifying some fautts from time to

time) has repeatedly demonstrated the integrity of the network and

ample evidence exr.sfs to support this contention. onty one of the

customers (Golden Messengef involved has been prepared to take

court action against Telecom and this adion did not retate to network
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r.ssues. Teleam would welcome the opportunity to present its case in

cpurt but there is not arcepted mechanism for it to initiate @urt

proceedings on these matterc. Hence Telenm must @ntinue to bear

the brunt of negative media activity despite its attempts to resolve

these c€6es.

0619

3B

Comments

Golden Messenger has advised that its decision to accept a

settlement and not proceed with legalaction was made on the

basis that it was not in a position to tund the legal astion in the

Federal Gourt. lt should be noted that for five years prior to the

settlement, thd is for the entire duration of the dispute period,

Telecom maintained that the Flexitel System was satisfactory

whilst internal conespondence from technical and legalstaff

acknowledged that

the system did not meet Golden Messenger operational

requirements (paragraphs 23,24 and 25 refer)

Golden Messenger was likely to be successful in

establishing that Telecom engaged in misleading and

deceptive behaviour (Legal eriefing Paper, dat_ed 1 July,

1992, prepared by Principal Legal Officer).

The above findings donot support Telecom's claim of COT

receiving fair treatme nt.
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Comments otfered against the previous extract regarding

Telecom's statutory immunity and non-finding of fauhs as

evidenco that the network is performing satisfactorily are also

applicable to Telecom's claim that COT received fairtreatment.

The statement regarding only one customer being prepared to

take court action and this did not relate to network issues does

not reflect the ditficulties faced by the COT in dealing with

Teleoom's statutory immunity prior to Juty 1991 or the inabitity of

COTto sustain extended court action.

It should also be noted that Golden Messenger commenced

legal action regarding customer equipment sold and installed by

Teleom in June 1990, and that at that time it was the only

oounie of legalastion available to Golden Messenger.

Telecom testing has revealed problems with fhe network, and

whilst this led to action to overcome the problems found, there is

sutficieril evidence to suggest that these problems have

impacted on the level of service to and business operations of

Golden Messenger.

The comment regarding testing demonstrating the integrity ot

the network is not seen"as balanced. Telecom have found

major and minor faults in many components of the overall

network and whilst Telecom may choose to dealwith these as
individual situations, it would appearthat the cumulative and

ongoing etfect on the customer is one of claimed ongoing
unsatisfastory service. This is best summed up by a statement

0619
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contained within a Network Investigation Report 
"r 

Ag&.,J t9s9 
1 g * I

of another COT case (Lovey's Restaurant - see Appendix F) '

4A
Over a period of several weel<s, a number of faults were

identified in different parts of the network. These faults

would not cause major difficulties idividually, but

ampounded to form a omplicated sequence of events

thd appeared as continuous seruice ditfialty for the

qtstomers in the arca.
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INAPPROPRIATE SALE OF EQUIPMENT 951 0 6 I I

Golden Messenger has claimed that Telecom advised that there were

no problems with the network and that Golden Messenge/s problems 4I

woukl be overcome with the purchass and installation of improved

customer equipment. The customer equipment recommended by

Telecom as most appropriate for meeting Golden Messengefs then

cunent and foreseeable needs was the Flexitel System.

Documentation reviewed does not provide direct evidence to support

Golden Messengers claim that Telecom advised that problems being

experienced would be overcome with the installation of new customer

equipment. However, the following extr:acts from the Telecom

quotation forthe design and installation of the Flexitelsystem -

The equipment Telecrlm has offered is the Flexitet and meets

the seruie requirements of your mmryny. ft is Teleum,s

opinion thatthe system is the best ard most advanced presently

available to Australian users.

Telenm selected the Flexitel only after intensive evaluation,

and proving to our own satisfaction the superior tacilities,

reliability and tlexifrlity of the system.

along with the frequency of problems and deficiencies reported and

statements made by technical and legalstaff within Telecom internal

corespondence (examples of which are provided within the Misleading

and Deceptive Behaviour section), indicates that Tetecom assessed

and subsequently instalted a system that did not meet these
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951requirements. Furthermore, whilst having internal expert advice ihat
problems did exist with the Flexitelsystem, Telecom maintained the
position that the system was working satisfactorily.

0019
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